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Parental environments are regularly shown to alter the mean fitness of

offspring, but their impacts on the genetic variation for fitness, which predicts

adaptive capacity and is also measured on offspring, are unclear. Conse-

quently, how parental environments mediate adaptation to environmental

stressors, like those accompanying global change, is largely unknown.

Here, using an ecologically important marine tubeworm in a quantitative-

genetic breeding design, we tested how parental exposure to projected

ocean warming alters the mean survival, and genetic variation for survival,

of offspring during their most vulnerable life stage under current and

projected temperatures. Offspring survival was higher when parent and

offspring temperatures matched. Across offspring temperatures, parental

exposure to warming altered the distribution of additive genetic variance

for survival, making it covary across current and projected temperatures in

a way that may aid adaptation to future warming. Parental exposure to warm-

ing also amplified nonadditive genetic variance for survival, suggesting that

compatibilities between parental genomes may grow increasingly important

under future warming. Our study shows that parental environments poten-

tially have broader-ranging effects on adaptive capacity than currently

appreciated, not only mitigating the negative impacts of global change but

also reshaping the raw fuel for evolutionary responses to it.
1. Introduction
As environments become adversely affected by global change, populations can

maintain or recover fitness in situ via plasticity in the short term (one or a few

generations), and adaptation in the longer term [1]. Understanding how

plasticity and adaptation potentially mitigate the negative impacts of global

change, both separately and in tandem, is essential for predicting biodiversity

loss and directing conservation strategies [2].

Individuals faced with environmental stress may respond through plastic

changes in morphology, physiology and/or behaviour that help maintain fitness

under that stress [2]. As environmental stressors such as temperature rise steadily

owing to global change, individuals may increasingly need to respond plastically

during their lifespans [3]. Plasticity can also be transgenerational if the effects of

stressors on parents carry over to their offspring [4]. To the extent that offspring

face similar environmental conditions, transgenerational plasticity can poten-

tially buffer offspring fitness against environmental stress [5]. Such benefits of

transgenerational plasticity are documented in several plant and animal taxa

[3,4]. In other cases, however, parental exposure to environmental stress has

only weak, or even detrimental, effects on offspring [6]. Thus, understanding

population vulnerability to global change may hinge on understanding how

exposure to environmental stress in one generation affects fitness in the next [7].

Nevertheless, plasticity alone is unlikely to buffer populations against

sustained increases in environmental stress [1]. Population persistence in the

longer term will often require adaptive evolution, which rests on the availability

of adequate genetic variation in fitness and related traits [2,8]. Predictions of
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adaptive capacity focus on the additive component of this

variation (i.e. the average effects of alleles summed across

loci; [9]), which in principle constrains the rate that fitness

increases from generation to generation. Nonadditive genetic

variation can also arise owing to allele interactions within

(dominance) and among (epistasis) loci, which may reflect

how well the genes of parents function together in offspring

[10]. However, speculation about its adaptive value [11,12] is

often dismissed because such interactions are deemed

unlikely to contribute much to trait variation in natural

populations [13].

Crucially, levels of genetic variance for fitness and related

traits are often environment-dependent [14], and should,

therefore, be estimated under future levels of environmental

stress to predict adaptive capacity under global change.

However, past work on this front has shown mixed results

[14] with additive genetic variance being abundant under

some environmental stressors [15–17], but limited under

others [18].

Adaptation to global change will not only depend on

genetic variation within environments but also on genetic

correlations across environments if similar alleles affect the

phenotypes expressed in different environments [9]. In some

cases, genetic correlations across environments can slow adap-

tation, or constrain it altogether, if alleles that are beneficial

under current conditions become detrimental once those

conditions change [19]. Alternatively, such correlations may

accelerate adaptation if the alleles favoured in current environ-

ments are also favoured in future environments [8,16]. Overall,

however, we still have little idea of how genetic correlations

across traits or environments affect adaptation, and reviews

of the existing literature have identified few general trends

in their effects [20]. Nonetheless, genetic correlations are

expected to influence the ability of populations to keep pace,

in an evolutionary sense, with the rate of environmental

change [8,21], meaning further research is needed to measure

the strength and direction of genetic correlations across

current and projected future environments.

It is clear that population persistence under global change

will rely on plasticity and/or adaptation, yet it remains

unclear how these two key processes interact [2]. In particu-

lar, the effects of parental environment on mean phenotypes

of offspring are well-acknowledged [6], but genetic variation

is typically assumed to be unaffected. Curiously, this

assumption has rarely been tested (but see [17,22,23]), and

was recently highlighted as a key knowledge gap [7]. Further-

more, studies have yet to consider how parental environment

affects the multivariate structure of genetic variation, taking

into account the potential for variances within environments

and correlations across them to respond simultaneously. If

parental environment does indeed alter genetic expression

in offspring, failing to account for its effects could lead us

to misjudge adaptive potential, and thereby misjudge the

vulnerability of populations facing rising environmental

stress under global change.

Here, we used the native marine tubeworm, Galeolaria
caespitosa (henceforth described by genus name), to examine

how parental exposure to projected ocean warming affects

adaptive potential, in terms of genetic variation for survival

during the most vulnerable life stage. Galeolaria is a habitat-

forming ecosystem engineer on rocky shores of southeast

Australia, where its dense colonies of calcareous tubes sup-

port endemic communities that cannot otherwise persist
there [24]. Typical of marine invertebrates that are sessile as

adults but have planktonic gametes and larvae, the viability

of early life stages is the main bottleneck in the life cycle, dic-

tating adult abundances. Our past work on Galeolaria showed

that thermal environments of parents alter mean offspring

survival [25], and that thermal environments of offspring

alter genetic variation for offspring survival [16]. Here, we

ask whether parental exposure to projected ocean warming

alters levels of additive and nonadditive genetic variation

for offspring survival at current and projected temperatures,

plus genetic correlations for survival across temperatures.

Our findings provide novel insights into the interplay of

plasticity and adaptation in the probability of population

persistence under global change.
2. Material and methods
(a) Study species and collection site
Galeolaria is an external fertilizer that spawns large numbers of

gametes continuously year-round with no defined breeding

season: at any time, populations contain spawned adults, ripe

adults and adults with gametocytes at different stages of develop-

ment [26]. Duration of gametogenesis is unknown, but spawned

adults ripen new gametes in 7–10 days in closely related species

[27]. Such reproductive biology gives ample scope for parental

environments, and temperature especially, to influence offspring

fitness through effects on developing gametes.

We collected adult Galeolaria (the parents in our study) from

an intertidal population on pier pylons at Brighton Marina, Vic-

toria, Australia. Here, sea-surface temperature has ranged from 9

to 258C over the last decade, averaging approximately 16.58C
annually and approximately 20.58C in summer [28]. Since

our breeding design consisted of replicate superblocks

(see figure 1 and below), we collected adults for one superb-

lock at a time from January to April 2016, when seasonal

variation in temperature is minimized [28]. Nonetheless,

temperature ranged from 18 to 238C across the period, which

we accounted for by including superblock in statistical analyses

(see below). Adults were transferred in insulated aquaria to

Monash University, held for 2 h at temperatures matching those

in nature on the day of collection, then ramped to the temperature

treatments detailed below over another 24 h.

(b) Temperature treatment of parents
Parent Galeolaria were either non-warmed or warmed to an

elevated temperature representing future conditions in coastal

waters. To do so, non-warmed parents were held in seawater

tanks at the annual mean sea-surface temperature (16.58C),

while warmed parents were held at a relatively stressful temp-

erature (22.58C) based on projected regional increases of

approximately 28C above the current summer mean by 2050,

and approximately 38C higher by 2070 [29,30]. This temperature

is already exceeded during rare, extreme events, but is above the

normal conditions where the vast majority of Galeolaria’s breed-

ing occurs [26] and is projected to persist long enough (weeks

or months) in future to act as a reliable cue for transgenerational

plasticity [5].

We held adults at approximately 18C of their nominal

temperatures (checked daily) for 14 days, reflecting thermal

predictability at our collection site based on data loggers recently

deployed there [25]. Water temperatures are uncorrelated beyond

this period [25], limiting the capacity of parents to predict the

thermal environments of offspring and influence offspring

fitness through plasticity [5]. Nonetheless, a 14 day change in

parental temperature can affect continuously developing
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Figure 1. North Carolina II breeding design. Gametes collected from two sires
and two dams per parental temperature (16.5 or 22.58C) were crossed as
shown, with each cross replicated four times. Embryos were then reared at
either 16.5 or 22.58C, such that each cross was replicated twice per rearing
temperature. (Online version in colour.)
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gametes, and adults in our study were probably at similar stages

of gametogenesis based on similar ripeness at the time of use. We

did not simulate diurnal temperature variation because it is rela-

tively small (approx. 0.78C s.d. of the daily mean at our collection

site) and too transient for parents to respond to [5]. To disentan-

gle parental and tank effects, we split the parents used for each

superblock across two tanks per temperature treatment and

cross-fertilized individuals from different tanks.

(c) Gamete collection and fertilization protocol
After the treatment period, we collected parents’ gametes by

extracting each individual from its tube into a dish of seawater.

Galeolaria release eggs or sperm soon after extraction, allowing

gametes to be collected for use in fertilization crosses. All

seawater for gamete collection was filtered and pasteurized.

To ensure a constant temperature for all crosses, we brought

vials of gametes to an intermediate temperature of 19.58C
(+0.28C) over approximately 30 min using mini dry-bath heaters

[31]. This required ramping gametes from non-warmed parents

up 38C, and ramping those from warmed parents down 38C,

but we previously showed this did not affect Galeolaria’s fertiliza-

tion success under the same conditions [25]. We used this

protocol because variation in fertilization environment can influ-

ence offspring traits in external fertilizers [32,33] and other small

ectotherms [34,35]. Controlling this variation was, therefore,

necessary to isolate the effects of parental environment on off-

spring survival here, but meant that other effects of fertilization

environment could not be assessed. Once at 19.58C, we diluted

each male’s sperm to approximately 5 � 105 cells ml21, which

optimized fertilization success in a pilot study. Since density of

the limiting gamete has little influence on this success [36], we

simply diluted each female’s eggs to 1.0 ml, yielding densities

of approximately 700–1500 eggs ml21. Pilot data showed that

fertilization success is unaffected by variation in egg density

within this range (test of success across 100–4000 eggs ml21:

F1,16 ¼ 0.51, p ¼ 0.49).

We initiated each cross by adding 0.3 ml of sperm solution to

0.1 ml of egg solution, doing so three times at 5 min intervals to

increase fertilization success and limit the risk of polyspermy
[37]. Gamete solutions were left for 50 min, then rinsed twice

through 0.25 mm Nitex mesh to remove sperm.

(d) Quantitative genetic breeding design
Using the protocol above, we subdivided and crossed the

gametes of parents in a cross-classified North Carolina II

(NCII) breeding design [9], with sperm from each male (sire)

crossed with eggs from multiple females (dams) and vice versa.

Such designs differ from the nested (NCI) ones often used to esti-

mate genetic parameters by separating additive genetic variance

(based on the covariance of paternal half-siblings) and nonaddi-

tive genetic variance (the covariance of full-siblings less those of

paternal and maternal half-siblings) from maternal and residual

variances (see analyses). In turn, the precision of genetic esti-

mates always increases with more sires (which we therefore

maximized), but NCII designs can double this precision relative

to NCI designs, making the former more powerful [9,38].

We conducted crosses in replicate superblocks, each compris-

ing a block of crosses using non-warmed parents and a block

of crosses using warmed parents (figure 1). Parents were not

crossed between temperature treatments owing to logistic con-

straints and because mates are likely to have similar thermal

histories in nature, with previous studies suggesting most fertili-

zations occur between individuals within centimetres to metres

of each other [37,39,40]. Within each block, sperm from two

sires were crossed with eggs from two dams, yielding four

families per block and eight families per superblock (figure 1).

Each cross was replicated four times (using embryos from an

independent fertilization), allowing two replicates per cross to

be subsequently assigned to each of two offspring temperatures

(see below). Each superblock, therefore, comprised 32 indepen-

dent fertilizations (figure 1) and our experiment had 25

superblocks overall. Owing to a small number of inviable

crosses, this yielded offspring from 87 families with non-

warmed parents (44 sires and 44 dams), and 86 families with

warmed parents (47 sires and 49 dams).

(e) Assays of offspring survival at parental treatment
temperatures

Next, we reared offspring at the same temperatures as parents

(16.5 or 22.58C; figure 1). Embryos began cleaving approximately

90 min after fertilization, at which point we pipetted approxi-

mately 30 cleaved embryos per replicate cross (photographed

beforehand on a glass slide at 40� magnification to recover

their exact number) into a 1.5 ml vial of seawater. The tiny size

of Galeolaria embryos (approx. 60 mm in diameter [41]) meant

they were unlikely to become oxygen-limited at this volume.

Pilot work also found embryos had negligible effect on oxygen

concentrations under our experimental conditions (test of dis-

solved oxygen with and without embryos present; F1,8 ¼ 0.07,

p ¼ 0.80).

Two vials per family were haphazardly assigned to each rear-

ing temperature, and ramped to that temperature over 30 min

using mini dry-bath heaters. Embryos were held within 0.28C
of nominal temperatures (per heater specifications; [31]) through-

out a 48 h development period, before 0.1 ml of Lugol’s solution

was added to each vial to fix and stain the contents for counting.

This period allowed sufficient time to assess whether embryos

survived development and successfully hatched into trocho-

phore larvae capable of swimming and feeding independently

in the plankton, identified by previous studies as the most sensi-

tive and reliable indicator of stress tolerance in Galeolaria [42].

More broadly, embryos and larvae are the life stages most sensi-

tive to stress in marine invertebrates, and are key for assessing

vulnerability to ocean warming [42,43]. Our measure of survival

to this point is thus an ecologically-relevant measure of fitness in
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Galeolaria, and was ultimately scored for greater than 20 000

offspring (approx. 30 � 2 vials � 2 rearing temperatures for

173 families).

( f ) Statistical analyses
We used restricted maximum likelihood (REML) and Bayesian

approaches to estimate genetic matrices containing the variances

of, and covariance between, offspring survival across rearing

temperatures, and compare matrices across parental tempera-

tures. Survival data were standardized to a variance of 1 by

parental treatment, giving them a common scale for analysis.

(i) Genetic matrices for offspring from warmed and non-warmed
parents

We started by analysing offspring survival in a multivariate

animal model, fitted via REML in ASReml-R 3.0 [44]. An

animal model is a linear mixed-effects model that estimates addi-

tive genetic effects on quantitative traits from pedigree

information [45], constructed here from parental identities in

NCII crosses. Our model also included family (sire � dam inter-

action) and dam identities to estimate nonadditive genetic and

maternal effects on survival, respectively. Sire � dam interaction

was assumed to estimate nonadditive genetic effects only,

because replicate vials of siblings never shared a common

environment [46]. Specifically, the model was:

offspring survival ¼ XBþ Zas
2
a þ Znas

2
na þ Zms

2
m þ Zbs

2
b þ 1,

where X was the design matrix for the fixed effects (B) of off-

spring and parental temperatures, while Za, Zna, Zm and Zb

were design matrices for the random effects estimating additive

genetic variance (s2
a ), nonadditive genetic variance (s2

na),

maternal variance ðs2
mÞ, and superblock variance (s2

b). The

latter was modelled as a single variance (electronic supplemen-

tary material, table S1), while each of the other random effects

(and the residual, 1) was initially modelled as a block-diagonal

covariance matrix, containing a separate matrix per parental

temperature. Each parental matrix contained the variances of,

and covariance between, offspring survival across rearing temp-

eratures. We tested the significance of all variance components

using likelihood ratio tests, and removed maternal covariances

from the final model without significant loss of fit (see the electronic

supplementary material, table S1 for maternal variances).

(ii) Comparisons of genetic matrices between parental
temperatures

Next, we used two complementary approaches to explore the

multivariate structures of genetic matrices and their responses

to parental temperature (see figure 2 for a conceptual overview).

First, we used a form of eigenanalysis, termed factor-analytic

modelling, to identify how many independent dimensions

(eigenvectors) occurred in each matrix, and how their variances

(eigenvalues) were distributed (see details in [47]). By fitting

these dimensions within our animal model [44], we could

directly test how many were required to explain genetic effects

on survival across offspring rearing temperatures, and do so

separately by parental temperature.

Second, we used genetic covariance tensors to explore how

parental temperature affected aspects of matrix structure other

than dimensionality (figure 2b–e). Tensors compare any

number of matrices (see [48] and [49]) but here, with only two

parental temperatures, the comparison amounts to an eigenana-

lysis of E, the matrix of pairwise differences between genetic

estimates. Eigenvectors (e1 and e2) of E are the dimensions that

differentiate the original matrices, and corresponding eigen-

values are the amounts of genetic variation for those

dimensions. For example, if matrices differ in size (total
variation), both eigenvalues of e1 and e2 may be non-zero and

similar in sign, meaning variation increased or decreased for

both matrix dimensions (figure 2b). If matrices differ in shape

(distribution of variation), both eigenvalues may be non-zero

and different in sign, meaning variation increased for one

matrix dimension and decreased for the other (figure 2c). If

matrices differ in orientation, survival at each rearing tempera-

ture may contribute differently to e1 and/or e2, meaning

a change in trait relationships across temperatures (figure 2e).

To facilitate tensor analyses, we re-fitted our animal model in

a Bayesian framework, using the MCMCglmm package of R [50]

to sample the marginal posterior distributions of genetic par-

ameters. We used weakly informative inverse-Wishart priors

(parameter-expanded priors were explored but gave similar

results), with scale parameters defined as diagonal matrices con-

taining values of one-fifth of the total variance in offspring

survival per rearing temperature, and distribution parameters

set to 0.001 for degrees of freedom [50]. Posterior distributions

came from 220 000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iter-

ations sampled every 200 iterations after an initial burn-in of 20

000 iterations. We checked convergence from plots of traces

and posterior distributions, and autocorrelations between

samples (all were below the recommended level of 0.1, yielding

effective sample sizes close to 1000 for all parameters).

We applied the tensor analyses to our 1000 MCMC samples

using the R routine in [49], modified to also compare nonadditive

genetic matrices. Briefly, this routine compared the observed E to

a null model constructed by randomizing additive (or nonaddi-

tive) genetic effects on offspring survival across parental

temperatures. We then inferred whether parental temperature

significantly altered these genetic effects from the posterior prob-

ability (the proportion of samples where differences in the

observed E exceeded those under the null model; [51]) and

95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals. Finally, to visual-

ize how parental temperature altered these variances, we

projected the eigenvectors (e1 and e2) of the observed E onto orig-

inal matrices to find the relative amounts of variation in those

directions.
3. Results
(a) Effects of parental temperature on mean offspring

survival across rearing temperatures
We detected interactive effects of parental and offspring

temperatures on mean offspring survival (F1,68 ¼ 50.7, p ,

0.05), which was approximately 6% higher when offspring

were reared at the temperature of their parents than when

they were not (figure 3).

(b) Effects of parental temperature on genetic variation
for offspring survival across rearing temperatures

Inspecting each genetic matrix implied that additive genetic

variance was lower when parents were exposed to higher

temperature (table 1a), whereas offspring rearing temperature

had little effect on this variance (table 1a). Notably, additive

genetic covariance across rearing temperatures was non-

significant for offspring of non-warmed parents, but

became significantly positive for offspring of warmed parents

(table 1a).

Parental exposure to warming substantially increased the

nonadditive genetic variance for offspring survival. At both

rearing temperatures, this variance was roughly four-fold

greater for offspring of warmed parents relative to offspring
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of non-warmed parents (table 1b). It was also marginally

greater when offspring were reared at a warmer temperature

(table 1b). Nonadditive genetic covariance across rearing

temperatures was positive regardless of parental treatment,

but increased six-fold when parents were exposed to

warming (table 1b).

(c) Comparisons of genetic matrices between parental
temperatures

Our comparisons of these genetic matrices showed that

parental temperature altered their multivariate structures.

Since offspring were reared at two (current and projected)

temperatures, each matrix could have up to two dimensions,

depending on the amounts of genetic variance for survival at

each temperature and covariance for survival across temp-

eratures. For offspring of non-warmed parents, additive

genetic variance was distributed quite evenly across two stat-

istically supported dimensions that each associated strongly

with survival at one rearing temperature (per figure 2e)—the

first dimension with survival at 22.58C, and the second

dimension with survival at 16.58C (table 2a). By contrast, off-

spring from warmed parents had effectively only one

dimension of additive genetic variance (per figure 2d ),

with positive contributions from survival at both tempera-

tures (table 2a). Dimensionality is reduced by lower

variance or stronger covariance [52], and parental exposure

to warming did both these things (table 1a), lowering addi-

tive genetic variance for survival at each rearing

temperature, while strengthening covariance for survival

across them. Hence, parental exposure to elevated tempera-

tures may affect adaptive capacity by reducing the additive

genetic variance on which it depends, but compensate
by making adaptation to current temperatures facilitate

adaptation to future ones.

Parental exposure to warming also re-distributed the non-

additive genetic variance for offspring survival across rearing

temperatures toward one dimension (per figure 2c), but with-

out loss of dimensionality (because factor-analytic modelling

also offered statistical support for the other, lesser dimension;

table 2b). For offspring of non-warmed parents, 75% of

nonadditive variance lay in a dimension with positive,

evenly weighted contributions from survival at both rearing

temperatures, while the other 25% lay in a dimension with

opposing contributions. For offspring of warmed parents,

nonadditive genetic variance remained associated with two

dimensions that were very similar to those above (table 2b),

but variance for the largest dimension rose to 95%. Hence,



Table 1. Matrices of additive and nonadditive genetic variances (diagonal elements, in bold) and cross-environment covariances (below-diagonal elements) for
survival of offspring reared at current (16.58C) and projected (22.58C) water temperatures. (Offspring of non-warmed parents are in blue (left) and offspring of
warmed parents are in pink (right). The standard error of each estimate is in brackets; *p , 0.05. (Online version in colour.))

16.588888C 22.588888C 16.588888C 22.588888C

(a) additive genetic variation

16.58C 0.116 (0.020)* 16.58C 0.081 (0.014)*

22.58C 20.003 (0.015) 0.138 (0.023)* 22.58C 0.022(0.010)* 0.0863 (0.015)*

(b) nonadditive genetic variation

16.58C 0.183 (0.056)* 16.58C 0.857 (0.180)*

22.58C 0.127 (0.046)* 0.224 (0.066)* 22.58C 0.816 (0.169)* 0.968 (0.201)*

Table 2. Eigenanalyses of additive and nonadditive genetic matrices for survival of offspring at current (16.58C) and projected (22.58C) water temperatures.
(Offspring from non-warmed parents are in blue (left) and offspring from warmed parents are in pink (right). Offspring from warmed parents had only one
dimension (eigenvector) of additive genetic variance, while all other matrices had two dimensions of genetic variance (likelihood ratio tests identified significant
loss of model fit if dimensionality was further reduced). Loadings on each eigenvector show the contribution from offspring survival at each rearing
temperature, while eigenvalues show the amount of genetic variance for each eigenvector. (Online version in colour.))

eigenvector 1 eigenvector 2 eigenvector 1

(a) additive genetic variation

16.58C 20.111 0.994 0.244

22.58C 0.994 0.111 0.970

eigenvalue 0.075 0.068 0.092

% variance 52.7 47.3 100

eigenvector 1 eigenvector 2 eigenvector 1 eigenvector 2

(b) nonadditive genetic variation

16.58C 0.667 20.745 0.684 20.730

22.58C 0.745 0.667 0.730 0.684

eigenvalue 0.304 0.104 1.925 0.100

% variance 74.6 25.4 95.1 4.9
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parental exposure to warming reshaped nonadditive genetic

variance to enhance positive covariation between the compat-

ibilities of parental genomes across current and future

temperatures.

When genetic matrices were compared using tensors,

parental temperature had no detectable effect on the additive

genetic variance for offspring survival across rearing temp-

eratures (observed differences between additive matrices

often overlapped differences under the null model: p ¼
0.124, electronic supplementary material, figure S1a). This

result in no way opposes our results from factor-analytic

modelling, since Bayesian comparisons constrain matrices

to be full rank [49] and cannot test changes in dimensionality.

The tensor comparison did, however, detect a significant

effect of parental temperature on the nonadditive genetic var-

iance for survival (observed and null differences between

nonadditive matrices did not overlap: p , 0.001; electronic

supplementary material, figure S1b). The leading dimension

of the tensor (e1, explaining 99.8% of differences between

original matrices; table 3) had positive, even contributions

from survival at both offspring temperatures. Projecting this

dimension (and the lesser one, e2) onto each original matrix
showed that parental exposure to warming significantly

increased nonadditive genetic variance for e1 alone (figure 4).

Overall, this supports the impression from factor-analytic mod-

elling that warming re-distributed the nonadditive genetic

variance for survival in line with figure 2c.
4. Discussion
Populations may respond to environmental change via

plasticity and/or adaptation [1]. While these processes are

predicted to interact [7], few experimental studies have

tested how they may do so. Here, we examined how exposing

parents to projected ocean warming altered the survival, and

genetic variance for survival, of offspring during their most

vulnerable life stage under current and projected tempera-

tures. Offspring survival was higher when parent and

offspring temperatures matched. Across offspring tempera-

tures, moreover, parental exposure to warming altered the

distribution of additive genetic variance, and increased

levels of nonadditive genetic variance linked to the compat-

ibilities of parental haplotypes. These results show that
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Figure 4. Effect of parental temperature on the nonadditive genetic variation
for survival. Variation for e1 (the leading dimension of the tensor, capturing
99.8% of differences between original matrices) is greater for offspring from
warmed parents ( pink, right) than offspring from non-warmed parents (blue,
left; note the lack of overlap between HPD intervals). Variation for e2 was
unaffected by parental temperature. (Online version in colour.)

Table 3. Dimensions (or eigenvectors, e1 and e2) of the tensor capturing
the effects of parental temperature on the nonadditive genetic variation for
offspring survival. (Loadings on each dimension show the contributions
from survival when reared at current (16.58C) and projected (22.58C) water
temperatures.)

e1 e2

16.58C 0.686 20.727

22.58C 0.727 0.686
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parental environments may potentially have broader-ranging

effects on adaptive capacity under global change than

currently appreciated.

Despite long-standing interest in the idea that parental

environments may prime offspring to cope with similar con-

ditions, evidence remains equivocal. Notable cases reporting

adaptive parental effects of this kind [4,53], are countered by

others where stressed parents simply yield poor-quality off-

spring with impaired tolerance of the same stressor [25,54].

When they occur, moreover, adaptive parental effects are

often subtle [6]. Our results for Galeolaria support this obser-

vation, with parental exposure to projected warming

buffering offspring against this stress (i.e. offspring from

warmed parents survived just as well at 22.58C as offspring

from non-warmed parents at 16.58C), but this stress only

reduced absolute survival by 6%. Notably, our results differ

from previous work on Galeolaria [25] where parental temp-

erature had inconsistent effects on offspring survival.

However, our sample sizes doubled those of the previous

study [25], suggesting that evidence for adaptive parental

effects may remain equivocal because previous tests lacked

sufficient power to detect them [6].

While adaptive parental effects were subtle here, even this

modest buffering may help natural populations maintain

large enough sizes to persist under rising thermal stress,

buying time for evolutionary rescue (which lowers extinction

risk by restoring absolute fitness) to take effect [55]. Alterna-

tively, such buffering could eliminate the need for rescue

altogether as long as the loss of absolute fitness owing to ther-

mal stress is fully restored [8]. This is a subtle, but important,

distinction to the idea that plasticity in traits underlying rela-

tive fitness may limit the evolution of those traits by

weakening selection on them [56,57], which ignores absolute

fitness and takes persistence for granted [55]. The key issue

now is whether transgenerational buffering will be equally

effective under more extreme conditions, or even disadvanta-

geous in the longer term—for instance, if conditions

that induce it are not met, suddenly exposing buffered

populations to severe stress [7].

Transgenerational effects on the genetic variation required

for adaptation remain poorly understood [7]. Past work indi-

cates that additive genetic variance for single traits is

amplified by parental exposure to stress [17,23], or by mis-

matches between parental and offspring environments [22].

Here, if anything, parental exposure to thermal stress

weakly reduced additive genetic variance for offspring survi-

val at current and future temperatures, regardless of whether

parental and offspring environments matched. We also build

on past work by analysing parental effects on the multi-

variate structure of additive genetic variation [47]. These

analyses revealed that exposing parents to warmer
temperature not only reduced additive genetic variation for

survival, but limited its distribution to a single dimension

defined by positive genetic covariation for survival across

current and future temperatures. Thus, loss of variance to

fuel thermal adaptation may be offset by greater tendency

for alleles that benefit survival at current temperatures to

also do so at future ones. As such, our study population

may progressively adapt to future warming using standing

stocks of alleles with positive effects on survival under

current-day conditions [8].

To our knowledge, ours is also the first study to show that

parental environment not only alters, but increases, nonaddi-

tive genetic variance for any component of fitness. While

nonadditive gene action is seemingly common in nature, its

contribution to nonadditive genetic variance is assumed to

be small and of limited evolutionary value [13]. Yet in breed-

ing designs like ours, such variance manifests as sire � dam

interaction (signalling variation in the compatibilities of par-

ental haplotypes; [10]) and often increases with stress [58,59].

Here, exposing parents to thermal stress increased this var-

iance more than four-fold, while stress at rearing increased

it by another approximately 20%. However, the consequences

of such increases are uncertain in the absence of clear links to

theory ([11], but see [60]). At the very least, future warming

may make evolutionary dynamics less predictable, if fitness

increasingly depends on allele combinations shuffled by

random segregation and recombination in parents [10].

Given growing evidence of nonadditive genetic effects on

adaptation [12,60,61], and new or underused ways of linking

them to the variances measured here [62], understanding

their role in a warming world warrants further attention.

Adaptation requires genes to stably affect phenotypes

from one generation to the next [9]. While individuals in

our study population will probably experience persistent

warming in future years [29], they may also experience peri-

odic rises in water temperatures lasting weeks to months. In

such cases, the population-wide impacts of parental effects

will depend on how long they last within and across gener-

ations, which is unknown for Galeolaria. Past work has

shown that plastic responses to stress affect some traits
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irreversibly, whereas others eventually revert to their original

states once that stress eases [63]. Whether our manipulation

of parents captured the full extent of their effects on offspring

is also unclear, because environmental exposure at earlier life

stages, or repeated across stages, has important phenotypic

consequences in other species [34]. Hence, testing the dur-

ation and extent of environmental exposure in parents and

offspring (including effects on other fitness components,

like reproduction, later in the life cycle) is a key future step.

Regardless, the transgenerational effects of parental environ-

ment may not need to be entirely stable to have evolutionary

consequences. In theory, at least, even transient effects on off-

spring can produce major shifts in evolutionary dynamics

and outcomes [64].

A key question unanswered by our study is how tempera-

ture at fertilization may affect adaptive capacity through

genetic effects on offspring. Here, we had to control this

temperature in order to isolate parental effects on offspring,

but previous work indicates that phenotypically at least,

offspring can be sensitive to environmental conditions at

this life stage [32,33,43]. In the oyster Saccostrea glomerata,

for instance, thermal stress was more detrimental to embryos

when applied before fertilization than afterwards [33], and

gamete exposure to stress could affect Galeolaria embryos in

a similar way. To our knowledge, however, genetic effects

of fertilization environment on offspring remain untested

and are a key step for future studies.

In conclusion, we show that parental environment can

potentially influence adaptation to projected future warming,

not only by altering mean offspring fitness but also by
altering the genetic variance for fitness. Yet phenomenologi-

cal approaches like ours cannot identify the mechanistic basis

of parental effects like those seen here. Recently, how various

forms of non-genetic inheritance (e.g. epigenetic mechanisms

including DNA methylation and microRNAs) contribute to

plasticity within and across generations has been much-

debated [65], and resolving this debate remains a priority.

More work is also needed to dissect the thermal sensitivity

of genetic effects on fitness, potentially involving interactions

between nuclear and cytoplasmic genes [66] or, in external

fertilizers like Galeolaria, effects on gametogenesis and/or

fertilization dynamics [25,67]. Regardless of the underlying

mechanisms, however, our study represents an important

step towards understanding how plasticity and adaptation

jointly shape population dynamics and extinction risk

under global change.
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